
Capital constraints and investment sensitivity

High levels of information asymmetry and agency costs lead

to:

 greater wedge between the cost of internal and external

financing

 dependence on internal funds to finance investments

 greater investment sensitivity to internal funds

The Pecking Order theory postulates firm financing via the law

of least of least effort; first through internally generated funds,

then using debt financing and through equity financing as a

last resort

Consequent studies have attempted to test this by examining

the level of investment activity undertaken by firms after

experiencing an increase in internal funds (cash flow), hence

the term – cash flow-investment sensitivity (Fazzari, Hubbard

& Petersen 1988; Kaplan & Zingales 1997)

Increased cash reserves post-GFC

CAPEX Slowdown in large cash holding firms

Contradicting evidence in cash flow investment 

sensitivity

There is a lack of consensus in the literature as to how corporate

investment is affected by capital constraints:

Fazzari, Hubbard & Petersen (1988)

 Firms are classified by degree of constraint according to dividend
payout ratio

 Low dividend payout firms are expected to be constrained

 Constrained firms exhibit the greatest sensitivity to cash flow

Kaplan and Zingales (1997)

 Capital constraints are determined by an index of both qualitative
and quantitative measures

 The relationship between investment and constraints is non-
monotonic

 Investment of less constrained firms is more sensitive to cash flow

Limitations and extensions

Static (Mis)classification of capital constraints

 Firm classification in terms of constraint is assumed
intertemporally constant

 Yet, firms move between states of constraint possibly adjusting
towards a target

Need for a structural accounting framework

 Current research fails to acknowledge the deterministic accounting
identities underlying the cash flow investment flows

 Models suffer from simultaneity bias and non-identification of
parameters (Christodoulou and McLeay 2014; Christodoulou et al.
2016)

 Investment determined by prior level investment, and the degree
of adjustments to a long run target

Dynamic trade-off model of capital structure

 Prior research examines investment sensitivity under the pecking
order framework and overlooks alternative theories of capital
structure

 The dynamic trade-off model could explain firm investment when
financed by debt which is recapitalised between upper and lower
bounds

 Due to the dynamic nature of corporate investment behaviour,
income should better explain investment decisions as opposed to
cash flow, due to the long-term information content in earnings

Dynamic Capital Structure and Investment Sensitivity

The uncertainty which resulted from the Global Financial Crisis

(Great Recession) has led to record levels of cash holdings

hoarded by corporations

 This is consistent with Keynes’s (1936) General Theory,

where in periods of economic uncertainty, capital

expenditure is deferred and large cash holdings act as a

hedge against future shortfalls

 Corporations sitting on ‘idle capital’ may indeed signal views

of a pending or continuing uncertainty, and benefiting from

cheap cost of debt at the same time

 Chen and Chen (2012) document the irrelevance of cash

flow-investment sensitivities leading up to the GFC

The cash paradox
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Figure 1: Cash reserves of S&P Global 1200 non-financial companies, 2000-2013

Figure 2: Capital expenditure of S&P Global 1200 non-financial companies, 2000-2013


